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T.H.EINDHOVEN
PROCEDURES VERSUS PROGRAMS

A few associates of the Eindhoven University of Technology were asked to develop an amount of statistical
application software. There were two alternative possibilities to realize this.
First:

Developing a number of procedures such that
a user who has some knowledge of a programming language, to be specified later does not
need to program over and over again the
algorithms continually recurring in statistics. ·
Second: Developing a package of programs which
enables a user to express his problem correctly
in a language engrafted upon those programs,
so that the solution is given to him automatically.
In choosing between these two possibilities a number
of considerations seems of importance:
-For using a collection of .Procedures the user is
required to have some elementary knowledge of
a programming language to be specified later.
-In the case of a collection of procedures the user
has a large amount of freedom (provided the
procedures are sufficiently elementary).
-A library of procedures is easily extensible, and
complicated or specialized procedures may call
simpler or more general ones.
'
-In constructing a package of programs and a language engrafted upon them, machine-dependent
aspects usually turn up. When changing over from
one particular machine to another this may give
rise to great difficulties.
After considering these four points, the first possibility
was chosen.
CHOICE OF LANGUAGE

The following demands were made on the language
in which to write the procedures (and in which they
are to be called):
-The language should be widely and generally
known.

-The language should have at its disposal a rich
procedure mechanism.
ALGOL and FORTRAN fulfil these demands (the procedure mechanism of the latter is somewhat more limited,
though).
Since in the University's Computing Centre ALGOL is
used more frequently than FORTRAN and since there
exists already an extensive collection of numerical and
plot procedures, ALGOL was chosen.
STRUCtURE OF THE LIBRARY

The procedures constitute a collection with a certain
structur~: numerical and plot procedures already existing
are called by statistical ones, and the latter also call
each other. This may be clarified by the following two
examples:
&ample I
For drawing an ogive and calculating cumulative frequencies and quartiles the OGIVEPLOTTINC procedure
has been made with the following heading:

'PROCEDURE' OCIVEPLOTTINC (FILE,
XFROM,
YFROM, XTO, YTO, MIDDLE, COUNT,
M, N, CUMCOUNT, QUARTILE); ·
'VALUE' XFROM, YFROM, XTO, YTO, M, N;
'FILE' FILE;
'REAL' XFROM, YFROM, XTO, YTO;
. 'INTEGER' M, N;
'REAL' 'ARRAY' MIDDLE, QUARTILE [ *];
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT, CUMCOUNT[•];
The meaning of the formal parameters is as followS:
is the file in which the
ogive must be plotted.
This can be a plotter- or
a printer-file.
XFROM, YFROM, XTO, YTO determine the space in
which the ogive must be
placed.
MIDDLE, COUNT[M:N]
·when caJied, these contain the class-middles
FILE
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l

and frequencies respectively.
upon termination, this
contains the cumulative
frequencies.
upon termination, this
contains the quartiles.

CUMCOUNT[M:N]

QUARTILE[l :3]

There is a procedure to determine the contents of the
arrays MIDDLE and COUNT, starting form the raw data.
Figure 1 shows what an ogive drawn by this procedure
is going to look like when a plotter-file is taken for
the file mentioned in the list of parameters (when taking
a printer-file, this diagram is represented by means of
alfanumerical symbols).
From the library of plot-procedures developed by our
Computing Centre, five specimens are called. These
enable the user to define his space in centimeters or
in the measures defined by an enclosing picture.

Example 2
For carrying out a multiple regression, for calculating
confidence intervals for the coefficients, and for testing
the model the CONFIDENCE MULTIPLE REGRESSION.
procedure has been made with the following heading:
'PROCEDURE' CONFIDENCE MULTIPLE REGRESSION
(X, Ml, Nl, Mj, Nj, Y, A, 8, RESIDUALS,
DETERMINATION, SINGULAR, STUDENT, FISHER, DELTA);
'VALUE' Ml, Nl, Mj, Nj;
'INTEGER' Ml, Nl, Mj, NJ;
'REAL' 8, DETERMINATION, STUDENT, FISHER;
'BOOLEAN' SINGULAR;
'REAL' 'ARRAY' X[*,*], Y, A, RESIDUALS, DELTA[*];
The meaning of the formal parameters is as follows:
X[MI:NI, Mj:NJ]

when called, this contains the
observations for the independent variables
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ditto for the dependent variable
upon termination, this contains
the coefficients
upon termination, this contains
the constant
upon termination, this contains
the residuals
upon termination, this contains
the coefficient of determination
upon termination, this denotes
whether the normal matrix is
singular or not.
when called, this contains the
confidence level upon which
the confidence intervals are to
be based.
upon termination, this contains
the complement of the probability of exceedence in testing
the zero hypothesis that the
independent variables have no
predicting value for the dependent one.
upon termination, this contains
half the size of the confidence
intervals

CHOICE OF I'ROCEDURES AND LISTS OF
I'AilAMETERS.
Some selected users of statistical application programmature were. asked for global specifications of
desired procedures.
These procedures were then developed and the users
were offered the opportunity of experimenting with them
for some months. Afterwards, for each chapter of statistics
the list of procedures was fixed definitively in concert
with the parties interested, and the parameters were
adapted to the wishes arisen in the experimental phase.
The procedures were (and are, for the library is still
developing) then entered in the library system as standard
user programmature.
The descriptions of these procedures are made available
for any user.
The following chapters of statistics have already been
processed in this system either entirely or partly:

Since this is a rather popular statistical technique, the
library by now contains seven procedures for regression,
of which two are stepwise.
The place of CONFIDENCE MULTIPLE REGRESSION
within the structure of the library is somewhat more
complicated than in the case of OGIVEPLOTIING. This
is shown in figure 2.

-Descriptive Statistics
-Regression and Correlation
-Pseudo Random Numbers
-Canonical Correlation
-Component Analysis
-Distribution Fit Tests
-:---Two-dimensional Crass Tables
-Classical Parameter Tests
-Non Parametric Tests
-Distribution Functions
-Analysis of Variance·
-Factor Analysis
-Discriminant Analysis
-Cluster Analysis

STUDENT STATISTIC

CHOI.ESKI OECOMPOSITION

CHOI.ESKI SOLUTION

CHOLESKI INVERSE

NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Fipre 2
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A PROGRAM PACKAGE ENGRAFTED UPON A
LIBRARY OF PROCEDURES.
As soon as the library of procedures is completed, it
will be possible to engraft a package of programs (such
as BASIS, BMD or SPSS) upon it.
The user then has the advantages of the package of
programs without losing the attractive features of the
library of procedures.
Moreover, the package is then structured: for every
recurring algorithm the same procedures are always
used. This can simplify maintenance considerably.

DOCUMENTATION FOR THE USERS.
For every mentioned chapter of statistics a separate user
information has been made. To give the reader an
impression of how these informations look like the
chapter Distribution Fit Test is included as an appendix
to this article. It was chosen because it is one of the
simplest to understand.
In this chapter there is a nice example of hierarchical
structure within the library of procedures. The
GOODNESS OF FIT TEST-procedure has been made
to compare a set of observed and expected frequencies.
Since this is done with a x2 distribution classes are
taken together if expected frequencies less than five
are encountered.
The DISTRIBUTION FIT TEST-procedure has been made
for a similar purpose, but a distribution function is given
instead of a set of expected frequencies. To reduce
this problem to the former one, the expected frequencies
are calculated by means of integration of the distribution
function. Thereafter the GOODNESS OF FIT TESTprocedure is called.
NORMAL FIT TEST, POISSON FIT TEST and UNIFORM
FIT TEST are special cases. They all call one of the
more general previous procedures.
This chapter (like the other ones) includes as its last
paragraph an example of the use of the described
procedures. As a clarification of the rather formal description of the separate procedures these paragraphes
seem to serve quite well.

Procedure Heading
'BOOLEAN' 'PROCEDURE'GOONESSSOFFITIEST
(OBSERVED,
EXPECTED,
M,
N,
CHISQUARE,
CLASSES);
'VALUE' M, N;
'INTEGER' M, N, CLASSES;
'REAL' CHISQUARE;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' OBSERVED [ *];
'REAL' 'ARRAY' EXPECTED[*];

Formal Parameters
OBSERVED
when called, this contains the observed
frequencies.
EXPECTED
when called, this contains the expected
frequencies. The contents of the arrays
OBSERVED and EXPECTED are modified
by the procedure (see remark 2 below).
M, N
smallest and largest index for OBSERVED
and EXPECTED respectively.
CHISQUARE upon termination this contains the x2
distributed test statistic.
CLASSES
upon termination this contains the
number of classes underlying the x2
distributed test statistic.
Method
Let i be the index of the smallest element of EXPECTED.
If this element is below five, the following combinations
are made:
expected[i]
expected[i]
observed [j]
observed[i]

:=
:=
:=
:=

expected[j] + expected[i];

0;
observed [j] + observed [ i];

0.

To determine j three cases are distinguished:
1.i=m-I=m+1

2. i = n- j = n - 1
3. i '# m and i '# n- if expected [i- 1] :s; expected[i
+ 1 ] then j = i - 1 else j = i + 1.
This process is repeated until the smallest element of
EXPECTED is no longer below five. Elements having
the value zero are not considered.
LetS= {i

E

[m, ... , n]

I expected[i]

'# 0}.

A 1. GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
Brief Description of the Function
Starting from observed and expected frequencies in a
number of classes, a x2 distributed statistic is calculated
in order to see whether the observed frequencies differ
significantly from the expected ones. Classes having
an expected frequency less than five are taken together.
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Then:
~ (expected [i] -observed[;] ) 2

x2 = ~
;.s

expected[i]

The number of classes is equal to the number of elements
of S.

Remarks

1. When calling, the following should hold:

CLASSES

n

~ expected [ i] 2: 10

FAILED

If this is not fulfilled, this process is not carried out,
and upon termination the value false is assigned to
GOODNESSOFFITIEST.
2. The contents of the arrays OBSERVED and EXPECTED
are modified by this process in a way described
in Method.
3. When caliing, the sum of the expected frequencies
must be equal to the sum of the observed frequencies.

Uterature
Dixon, W. j. & Massey, F. J. Introduction to Statistical
Analysis. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1951.

Method
let DISTRIBUTIONX

x

A 2 distributed test statistic is calculated to test the
zero hypothesis that this frequency distribution fulfills
a distribution function to be indicated by the user.

= {(t) and JENSENX = t.

let {obs 1 } be the observed frequencies and {exp 1} the
expected frequencies for i = m, ... , n + 1 (so there
is an additional class).

A2. DISTRIBUTION FIT TEST
Brief Description of the Function
An observed frequency distribution is given by means
of a number of equidistant class middles with associated
frequencies.

2

distributed test statistic.
upon termination, this contains the
number of classes on which the
x2 distributed test statistic is based.
The function of DISTRIBUTIONX
is integrated over a number of intervals. If this cannot be done with
a sufficient degree of accuracy, the
contents of CHISQUARE and
CLASSES are undefined, and
FAILED is given the value true.
Otherwise FAILED is given the
value false.
)(

num = ~ count[i]

hd = (middle[m + 1] - middle[m ])/2
exp 1 ::: num.

f

mlddle[IJ + hd.

f(t)

dt.

middle[ iJ - hd.

i = m, ... , n
n

Procedure Heading
'BOOLEAN' 'PROCEDURE' DISTRIBUTIONFITIEST
(COUNT, MIDDLE, M, N,
DISTRIBUTIONX,
JENSENX,
CHISQUARE,
CLASSES, FAILED);
'VALUE' M, N;
'INTEGER' M, N, CLASSES;
'REAL' DISTRIBUTIONX, JENSENX, CHISQUARE;
'BOOLEAN' FAILED;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT[*];
'REAL' 'ARRAY' MIDDLE[•];

Formal Parameters
COUNT
when called, this contains the
number of elements in the various
classes.
MIDDLE
when called, this contains the class
middles.
M, N
smallest and largest index for MIDDLE and COUNT respectively.
DISTRIBUTIONX
is the expected distribution function.
JENSEN X
is the required Jensen parameter
CHISQUARE
upon termination, this contains the

expn+l = num- ~

exp 1

obs 1 = count[i]
i
obsn+l

= m, ... , n

=0

x

Starting from { obs 1 } and { exp;} the 2 distributed test
· statistic with associated number of classes is determined
by means of the GOODNESSOFFITIESt procedure.

External Relations
From the procedure library are called:
INTEGRALTRAPEX
GOODNESSOFFITIEST

Remarks
1. The array COUNT is copied internally and with this
copy pooling is carried out only if necessary, so
that the contents of COUNT remains unchanged.
2. When calling, the following should hold:
n

~ count[i]

2:

10

i•m
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If this condition is not fulfilled, this process is not
carried out, and DISTRIBUTJONfiTIEST is given the
value of false.
3. Let f(t) be the expected distribution function with
domain D. Then the following should hold:
D

I

f(t)dt

=1

and

f(t)

~ 0 \:!teD

4. for reasonably smooth f(t) fAILED will have the
value false after termination. No problems are to
be expected with respect to distribution functions
common in statistics.
Literature
Dixon, W. j. & Massey, f. J. Introduction to Statistical
Analysis. New York, McGraw~Hill, 1951.
RC~Informatie PP~3.1.1. lntegratie van enkelvoudige
integra/en met algemene integrand. (Integration of simple
integrals with general integrand).

DISTRIBUTION X
and JENSENX

= .. r-;n- ea v 20

2a 2

=x

Remarks
1. The mean and the standard deviation can be estimated from the observations with the aid of NORMAL ESTIMATOR, see next page.
2. The number of degrees of freedom for the x2 distributed test statistic is the number of classes minus
1. If one of the two parameters (mean or standard
deviation) is estimated from the observations, the
number of degrees of freedom becomes equal to
the number of classes minus 2. If both parameters
are estimated from the observations, the number of
degrees of freedom becomes equal to the number
of classes minus 3.
3. When calling, the following should hold:

~ count(i] ~ 10

Brief Description of the Function
An observed frequency distribution is given by means
of a number of class middles with associated frequencies.
A x 2 distributed test statistic is calculated to test the
zero hypothesis that the observations constitute a random
sample from a normal distribution with mean and
standard deviation provided by the user.
Procedure Heading
'BOOLEAN' 'PROCEDURE' NORMALfiTIEST
(COUNT, MIDDLE, M, N,
MEAN,
STANDARDDEVIAliON,
CHISQUARE,
CLASSES, fAILED);
'VALUE' M, N, MEAN, STANDARDDEVIATION;
'INTEGER' M, N, CLASSES;
'REAL' MEAN, STANDARDDEVIATION, CHISQUARE;
'BOOLEAN' fAILED;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT(*];
'REAL' 'ARRAY' MIDDLE(*];
Formal Parameters
MEAN

when called, this contains the
mean of the expected normal
distribution.
STAN DARDDEVIATION when called, this contains the
standard deviation.
The other parameters have already been explained at
DISTRIBUTION fiT TEST.
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(X - j.L) 2

1

n

AJ. NORMAL FIT TEST

Method
Abbreviations: MEAN = tJ.
STAN DARDDEVIATION

Then DISTRIBUTIONfiTIEST is called with:

=a

If this is not fulfilled, the process will not be carried
out and NORMALfiTIEST is given the value false
after termination
Literature
Spiegel, M. R. Statistics. New York, Schaum Publishing,
1961.

A4. NORMAL ESTIMATOR
Brief Description of the Function
A frequency table is given by means of the number
of elements in each class and the class middles. The
sample mean and standard deviation are calculated.
Procedure Heading
'PROCEDURE' NORMALESTIMATOR (COUNT,
MIDDLE, M, N,
MEAN, STAN-'
DARDDEVIATION);
'VALUE' M, N;
'INTEGER' M, N;
'REAL' MEAN, ST ARDARDDEVIATION;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT[*];
'REAL' 'ARRAY' MIDDLE[*];
Formal Parameters
COUNT

when called, this contains the
number of elements in the
various classes.

when called, this contains the
class middles.
smallest and largest index for
M, N
COUNT and MIDDLE respectively.
upon termination, this conMEAN
tains the mean.
STANDARDDEVIATION upon termination, this .contains the standard deviation.

MIDDLE

Method
n

num =

:l: count[i]

CHISQUARE
CLASSES

Method
Abbrevations: MAXIMUM = M
MEAN = tJ.
obs 0 , ... , obsM~ 1 and exp 0 , ... , expM+ 1 denote observed and expected frequencies respectively.
obs 1

= count[i]

l•m

n

tot =

:l: count[i]. middle[i]
i•m

For mean now holds:

x=

tot
-num

obsM+l

~ count[i] (middle[i] - i) 2

s=

num- 1

.

= 0, ..., M

=0

num ~ count[i]
;-o'
.... I

exp. = num · e-"' · •
il

i

= 0, ... , M

M

expM+l = num- ~ exp 1
i•O

Starting from {obs;} and {exp 1 } and using GOODNESSOFFITTEST, the x2 distributed test statistic with
associated number of classes is determined. ·

Literature

Remarks

Spiegel, M. R. Statistics. New York, Schaum Publishing,
1961.

1. The mean from the observations can be estimated
with the aid of the POISSONESTIMATOR procedure.
2. The number of degrees of freedom for the x 2 distributed test statistic is. the number of classes minus
1. If the mean of the observations is estimated, the
number of degrees of freedom becomes equal to
the number of classes minus 2.
3. When calling, the following must hold:

AS. POISSON FIT TEST
•

i

M

and for the standard deviation:
n

upon termination, this contains the x2
distributed test statistic.
upon termination, this contains the
number of classes on which the x2
distributed test statistic is based.

Brief Description of the Function
Non-negative integer realizations of a stochastic variable
are given. A 2 -distributed test statistic is calculated
to test the hypothesis that the realizations constitute
a sample from a Poisson distribution with know mean.

x

Procedure Heading
'BOOLEAN' 'PROCEDURE'POISSONFITTEST
(COUNT,
MAXIMUM,
CHISQUARE,
. MEAN,
CLASSES);
'VALUE' MAXIMUM, MEAN;
'INTEGER' MAXIMUM, CLASSES;
'REAL' MEAN, CHISQUARE;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT[*];
Formal Parameters
COUNT
when called, COUNT[K] contains the
number of realizations of magnitude K.
MAXIMUM
is the largest index for COUNT. The
smallest index is 0.
MEAN
when called, this contains the mean
of the expected Poisson distribution.

M

~ count[i] 2: 10.
i•O

If this is not fulfilled, then the process is not carried
out and upon termination POISSONFITTEST is given
the value false.
Literature

Alexander, H. W. Elements of Mathematical Statistics.
New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1961 •

A6. POISSON ESTIMATOR
Brief Description of the Function
Non-negative integer realizations of a stochastic variable
are given. The sample mean is calculated. This mean
is an estimate of the Poisson parameter, in the case
that the stochastic quantity is Poisson-distributed.
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Procedure Heading
'PROCEDURE' POISSONESTIMATOR(COUNT, MAXIMUM, MEAN);
'VALUE' MAXIMUM;
'INTEGER' MAXIMUM;
'REAL' MEAN;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT[*];

CLASSES

upon termination, this contains the
number of classes on which the X2
distributed quantity is based.

Method
The expected frequency for each class is made equal
to
n

Formal Parameters
COUNT
when called, this contains for K == 0, ... ,
MAXIMUM the number of realizations of
magnitude K.
MAXIMUM is the largest index of COUNT.
The smallest index is 0.
MEAN
after termination, this contains the sample
mean.
Method
Let M be an abbreviation for MAXIMUM. Then we·
have for the mean:
M

x=

L k · count[k]

i•m

n- m + 1
Then GOODNESSOFFITTEST is called, so that too small
expected frequencies will be pooled.

Remarks
1. The array COUNT is copied internally and with this
copy pooling is carried out only if necessary. Consequently, the contents of COUNT remains unchanged.
2. When calling, the following should hold:
n

L count[i] 2:1: 10.

~k-=.:._,_ _ _ __

i-=m

M

L count[k]

If this is not fulfilled, this process is not carried out
and UNIFORMFITTEST is given the value false.

k=O

literature
Alexander, H. W. Elements of Mathematical Statistics.
New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1961.

Elucidation
The number of degrees of freedom for the x2 distribution
equals the number of classes minus 1.
Literature
Dixon, W. J, & Massey, F. J, Introduction to Statistical
Analysis. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1951.

A7. UNIFORM FIT TEST
Brief Description of the Function
Starting from a number of observed frequencies, a 2
distributed test statistic is calculated to test the zero
hypothesis that the expectation of those frequencies is
equal.

x

Procedure Heading
'BOOLEAN' 'PROCEDURE'UNIFORMFITTEST
(COUNT, M, N,
CHISQUARE,
CLASSES);
'VALUE' M, N;
'INTEGER' M, N, CLASSES;
'REAL' CHISQUARE;
'INTEGER' 'ARRAY' COUNT[*];
Formal Parameters
COUNT
when called, this contains the observed
frequencies.
M, N
smallest and largest index respectively
for COUNT.
CHISQUARE
upon termination, this contains the x2
distributed test statistic.
24

L coont[i]

AB. SHAPIRO AND WILK TEST

Brief Description of the Function
Starting from a series of numbers xm, ... , x,., the test
statistic W of Shapiro and Wilk is calculated to test
the zero hypothesis that these numbers constitute a
random sample from a normal distribution.
Using W, a test statistic U is also calculated which
is standard-normal distributed in good approximation.

Procedure Heading
'PROCEDURE'SHAPIROANDWILKTEST
WILK, STANDARDNORMAL, FAILED);
'VALUE' M, N;
'INTEGER' M, N;
'REAL' WllK, STANDARDNORMAL;
'BOOLEAN' FAILED;
'REAL' 'ARRAY' X[*];
Formal Parameters
X

(X,

M,

N,

when called, this contains the
sample to be examined.

smallest and largest index respectively for X.
WllK
upon termination, this contains
the test statistic W of Shapiro
and Wilk.
STANDARDNORMAl upon termination, this contains
the test statistic which is standard-normal distributed in good
approximation.
FAilED
See Method.

K

M, N

kVK .

If for a certain k the boolean FAILED is
given the value true, the process is stopped.

External Relations
From the "SORTPROCEDURES" file the CHOICESORT
is called.

Remarks

Method
let xm, ... , xn be the given series of numbers.
p==n-m+l

1st case:

L u"

U=

3 s ps 20
y 1 , ••• , y P are the numbers x; sorted in
non-decreasing order.

(± Y;r

p

KS

=L

Y;2 -

_..:_1•....:1:...__

p

i-1

(f Y;y
a;.p

1
----

W = _:._••....:
P

KS

is the test statistic of

1. The test statistic WllK is only tabulated for 3 s
· N s 20. The critical values are to be found in [1 ].
2. If upon termination FAILED has the value true, the
zero hypothesis of normality for a small sample is
to be rejected with a probability of exceedence
considerably smaller than 0.01. In the case of a larger
sample a local deviation from normality can be the
only conclusion.
3. This test is more powerful than NORMALFITIEST
with parameters estimated from observations.
4. The contents of array X is modified by the procedure
(see Method).
5. When using the test statistic of Shapiro and Wilk,
as well as when using the standard-normal distributed
test statistic, the critical zone is lower one-sided.

Shapiro and Wilk.
The standard-normal distributed test statistic
U is found from

U

= 'Yp + &P

where h

=

10

log h

W-E
P

1-

P

wp

The numbers a '·P' -y P' &P and E P have been
added to the procedure by means of local
arrays. They are to be found in [1 ].
If h s 0, U is not calculated and FAILED
if given the value true. Otherwise FAilED
is given the value false.
2nd case:

p > 20

The numbers xm, ... , xn are divided into
K groups with ""elements. The following
holds:
3 s n" s 20 for k

= 1,

... , K

With this restriction K is kept as small as
possible.
For every k a U" is calculated as in the
1st case.
Afterwards U is found from:
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A9. AN EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THESE
PROCEDURES.
A9.1 Consider the following frequencies:
Observed

Expected

0

1

9

8.

4

5

8

7

0
9

1
9
25

9
3
5
l

9
4
6
0
8
6
0
8
1
3

A9.2 Consider the following distribution in classes:

7
7
1
7
2
2

In actual practice such figures will not readily
be encountered, but since the expected frequencies vary around 5, these figures can nicely
demonstrate the taking together of neighbouring
classes.

Number
646
i41

Class middle
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5

81

27
10
5

1

We store these data in the integer array
MNT[l :7] and the real array MID[1 :7] respectively.

To test the zero hypothesis that the observed
frequencies differ significantly from their
expectation, we declare the integer array
WAARG[l :16] and the real array VERW[1 :16]
and store in these the frequencies tabulated
above. At the same time we declare the real
CHI and the integer KLAS and call:

Suppose we want to test the zero hypothesis that
the above class distribution represents a random
sample from a population with density function:

GOOONESSOFFITTEST(WMRG, VERW, 1, 16,
CHI, KLAS)

We now call:

After pooling the frequencies look as follows:

DISTRIBUTIONFITlEST(MNT,
EXP(-X), X, CHI, KLAS, FAIL)

Observed

Expected

0
9
4
8
0
9
9
0

0
9
5

8
0
9
9
0
9
0

10
0
8

7

6
0

8
0

12

11

0
0

0
0

x2 appears to have the value 1.05 and has been
calculated with 9 classes. If now the ratio of
the expected frequencies is based on theoretical
considerations and the total on the sum of the
observed frequencies, then one degree of freedom
has consequently been lost, so that 8 remain
for testing zero hypothesis. In the Statistisch
Compendium we find:
x~(a = 0.05)

26

Consequently, we cannot reject the zero hypothesis.

= 15.5.

f(t) =

e- 5 for t > 0 and

f(t)

= 0 for t s

0.

We declare the real X and CHI, the integer KLAS
and the boolean FAIL

MID,

1,

7,

Upontermination, FAIL appears to have the value
false so that the process turns out to have been
succesful. Further, x2
1.65 and has been
calculated with 6 classes. One degree of freedom
has got lost to the total, so that 5 are left to
test the zero hypothesis. In the Statistisch
Compendium it says:

=

x;<a = 0.05) = 11.1.
Consequently we cannot reject the zero hypothesis.

A9.3 Consider the following class distribution:
Number
20
51
252
403
395
110
70
22

Class middle
-3.5
-2.5
-1.5
-0.5
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5

We store these data in the integer array
MNT[l :8] and the real array MID[l :8] respectively. Suppose we want to test the zero hypothesis that the above class distribution represents

a random sample from a normal distribution. We
first determine the mean and the standard deviation. After declaring the reals GEM and STA we
call:
NORMALESTIMATOR(AANT, MID, 1, 8,
GEM, STA)
It appears that the mean is -0.123 and the
standard deviation 1.31.
For the test we now declare the real CHI, the
integer KLAS and the boolean FAIL and call:
NORMALFITIEST(MNT, MID, 1, 8, GEM, STA,
CHI, KLAS, FAIL)

POISSONFITIEST(AANT, 5, GEM, CHI, KLAS)
Upon termination, x2 appears to be equal to
5.18 and has been calculated with 4 classes.
One degree of freedom has got lost to the total
and 1 to the estimated parameter, so that 2 are
left to test the zero hypothesis. In the Statistisch
Compendium we find:

xi (a = 0.05) = 5.99.
Consequently we cannot reject the zero hypothesis on a significance level of 5 per cent.

A9.5 A die is thrown 120 times. The results are as
in the following table:
scores
1

Upon termination, FAIL appears to have the value
false, so that the process has evidently been
succesful. Further, x2 = 61.8 and has been
calculated with 8 classes. One degree of freedom
has been lost to the total and 2 to the estimated
parameters, so that 5 are left to test the zero
hypothesis. In the Statistisch Compendium it says:
X~ (a

= 0.05) = 11.1.

Consequently we must reject the zero hypothesis
of normality on a significance level of 5 per cent.

A9.4 69 Equally large random samples concerning a
production process are checked to find out how
many elements per random sample do not answer
the requirements of quality. For the results see
the table below.
Number of rejected
elements

0
1
2

Number of random
samples
30

3
4

22
8
6
2

5

1

We store the data of the second column in an
integer array MNT[O:S]. Suppose we want to
test the zero hypothesis that the above table
satisfies a Poisson distribution. To this end we
first estimate the parameter of that Poisson distribution, i.e. the average number of rejected
elements per random sample. We declare the
real GEM and call:
POISSONESTIMATOR(AANT, 5, GEM)

2
3
4
5
6

number
12
21
27

22
20
18

We store the second column in an integer array
AANT[l :6].
Suppose we want to test the zero hypothesis that
the die is pure (i.e. that each result has the same
probability). We declare the real CHI and the
integer KLAS and call:
UNIFORMFITIEST(MNT, 1, 6, CHI, KLAS)
Upon termination, x2 apPears to be equal to
6.10 and is based on 6 classes. One degree of
freedom has got lost to the total, so that 5 are
left with which to test the zero hypothesis. In
the Statistisch Compendium it says:
x~(a

= 0.05) = 11.1.

Consequently we cannot reject the zero hypothesis.

A9.6 Consider the series of numbers stored in a real
array A[1 :12}.
55
50

41
30
105
62

90
70
27
69
57
29

Upon termination, the mean appears to have the
value 1.00.

We want to test the zero hypothesis that this
series of numbers constitutes a random sample
from a normal distribution.

For the test we now declare the real CHI and
the integer KLAS and call:

To this end we declare the real W and S and
the boolean FAIL and call:
27

SHAPIROANDWILKTEST(A, 1, 12, W, S, FAIL)
Upon termination, FAIL turns out to have the
value false, so that evidently the process has been
succesful. Further it appears that

w = 0.942
s = -0.0093
In [ 1] there are the following critical values W
for a random sample of 12 elements:

a
0.01
0.02

28

w
0.805
0.828

0.05.
0.10
0.50

0.859
0.883
0.943

Hence, we can not reject the zero hypothesis.
This is in evident harmony with the fact that
S differs very little from 0.
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